
FALL 2021 UNDERGRADUATE OFFERINGS IN FRENCH, AND ON 

FRENCH-FRANCOPHONE TOPICS TAUGHT IN ENGLISH  

 

COURSES TAUGHT IN FRENCH, FR 228-430: 
 

FRENCH 228, Intermediate Language and Culture  

Enhance writing and speaking proficiency through cultural readings on France and the 

francophone world. Review of grammar and focus on more complex grammatical structures. A 

required prerequisite for the French major (and a requirement for the French certificate).  3-4 

credits. 

Sections: 

001 TR 9:30- 10:45 AM     Discussion T 3:30-4:20 

002 MWF 9:55 -10:45 AM     Discussion F 12:05-12:55 

003 Professor Joshua Armstrong   TR11:00 AM-12:15 PM Discussion T 1:20-2:10 

 

 

FRENCH  271: Introduction to Literary Analysis  

An introduction to reading and analyzing literary works, with special emphasis on the 

development of writing skills in French. The program will concentrate on shorter works from 

the major genres of French literature, and prepare students for future study of literature. Enroll 

Info: FRENCH 228 or cons of department. Open to Fr. 3-4 credits. 

Sections: 

001 Dr. Ewa Miernowska, MWF 11:00 AM-11:50 AM Discussion M 1:20-2:10 

The goal of the course is to introduce the students to the critical reading of literary texts in 

French (poetry, drama, short stories, novel). Students will analyze and interpret texts at 

different levels of their structure (vocabulary, syntax, prosody, composition, narrative 

structure, etc.). Class discussion is a substantial component of this course.  

----- 

002 MWF 12:05 PM-12:55 PM Discussion W 2:25-3:15 

----- 

003 Professor Névine El-Nossery TR 2:30 PM-3:45 PM   Discussion W 1:20-2:10   

 

FRENCH 301: Practical French Conversation  

MTWR 12:05-12:55 PM (1 credit) 

 

FRENCH 311: Advanced Composition & Conversation 

MWF 9:55-10:45 AM 

Dr. Anne Theobald 

 This course focuses on advanced linguistic development in French, both written and oral, and 

on acquisition of knowledge about cultural and social issues in the French-speaking world 

today. The general goals of this course are to hone students’ capacity to express themselves in 

advanced ways in French while simultaneously deepening their understanding of various 

aspects of contemporary French culture. We will do this by reading and discussing articles and 

short literary texts, by listening to news and podcasts in French, and by writing in several 

different genres. 



 

 

FRENCH 313: Professional Communication and Culture in the Francophone World  

TR 4-5:15 pm 

Dr. Ritt Deitz 

 How can you use your growing proficiency in French to better understand important basic 

business concepts, economic concepts, and current issues in French-speaking professional 

environments, especially in France?  What is it like for Americans who have studied French to 

work in companies in France, and what kinds of cultural difference must those Americans 

need to understand to succeed in their careers across the ocean?  This course, given entirely in 

the French language, uses a basic Business French textbook, a fictional bestseller set in a 

private-sector manufacturing setting in France, and other real documents from Americans who 

have worked and interned in similar settings, to help you learn these things in ways that will 

both prepare you to understand French friends and colleagues better and to be more prepared 

for professional environments in the French-speaking world. 

 

 

FRENCH 321: Medieval, Renaissance and Early Modern Literature 

TR 9:30-10:45 AM 

Professor Jan Miernowski 

 Theme: "L’art de la conversation amoureuse dans la France prémoderne."  In early modern 

France, the phrase “faire l’amour” [literally “to make love”] meant “to speak with elegance 

and grace about love.” In the French culture of that period, the art of conversation and the art 

of love were closely intertwined, if not identical. We will study the crosspollination between 

these two arts in narrative prose (for instance Les Liaisons dangereuses by Laclos), poetry 

(Ronsard’s love songs), and theater (such as Phèdre by Racine). 

 

 

FRENCH 322: Introduction To Literature Of Modernity 

Professor Richard Goodkin 

TR 2:30 p.m.-3:45 p.m. 

Readings: Victor Hugo, Dernier jour d'un condamné; Honoré de Balzac, Le Père Goriot; 

Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du mal (poèmes choisis); Albert Camus, L'Exil et le royaume; 

Annie Ernaux, Une femme; Maryse Condé, Traversée de la mangrove. 

In this class we will read works by some of the greatest writers of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. We will trace important literary movements, including Romanticism, Realism, 

Symbolism, Existential, Post-Colonialism. Emphasis will be laid on psychological and social 

interpretations of the works. This class stresses close interpretation of the texts studied and 

interaction among all of the members of the class. 

The work of the course: 2 exams (50% of final grade) ; 1 paper (5-6 pages) (35% of final 

grade);  Class participation (15% of final grade) 

If you have questions, please contact me at rgoodkin@wisc.edu 

 

 

 

 



FRENCH 347: Medieval, Renaissance, and Early Modern Civilization 

MWF 11-11:50 AM 

Dr. Anne Theobald 

This course is an introduction to the political, social, intellectual, artistic, and literary 

development of French culture from its origins to the French Revolution. We will cover the 

fundamental structures of feudal society, characteristics of the different social classes 

(peasants, bourgeois, aristocrats, clergy), architecture and arts, and major historical events in 

France up to the Revolution (1789). We will read and discuss short historical texts ; for 

example, our discussion of the wars of religion will include excerpts from a placard as well as 

the Edict of Nantes. Students will learn the essential concepts and vocabulary of a historical 

study of French society. They will develop their writing skills by completing weekly quizzes 

to synthesize the material covered. 

 

FRENCH 348: Modernity Studies 

Tu-Th 11:00AM–12:15PM 

Professor Florence Vatan 

The purpose of this course is to explore the political, social, intellectual, artistic and literary 

developments in French and Francophone culture, within the time period from the French 

Revolution to the current era. The course is taught entirely in French. Prerequisite: French 271. 

 

 

FRENCH 430: Readings in Medieval and Renaissance Literature 

TR 1:00-2:15 p.m. 

Professor Jan Miernowski 

Theme: "Le Vrai amour est une fable (c’est pourquoi il est vrai)" [True Love is a Fable (That 

Is Why It Is True)] 

Love in Western culture relies on the following syllogism:  

To be true, love must be a story. 

The most meaningful love story is a fictional narrative.  

Thus, a true love is a fiction (and, conversely, only a well-crafted fictional love story can 

really be true). 

We will study this paradoxical intertwining of love and narrative fiction in French literature 

between the 13th and the 16th century. During that pivotal period, French literature produced 

highly symbolic narratives that were not merely allegorical representations of love but indeed 

textual devices aimed at perfecting the erotic passions of their readers. The reading list 

includes canonical texts and authors of the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance: Le Roman 

de la Rose, Guillaume Machaut, Christine de Pizan, Charles d’Orléans, Clément Marot, 

Maurice Scève, Louise Labé, and Pierre de Ronsard. The readings will be available in modern 

French translations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH 
Note: As of Fall 2021, one approved course taught in English can be counted toward the French 

major. The following courses are on that list of approved courses. 

 

FRENCH 211: French Literary And Interdisciplinary Studies 

TR 2:30-3:45 p.m.   

Professor Gilles Bousquet  

Topic: Doctors without Borders (Médecins Sans Frontières): Global Health, Social Justice, 

and Humanitarian Action 

The objective of this course is to provide an overview of MSF (and to some extent other 

NGOs) working in health crisis situations, including its history, mission, organization, internal 

management, cultural, political, and ethical challenges. In so doing, the course will examine 

issues of global health, social justice, and humanitarian action, of particular relevance to our 

present times, including a reading of The Plague (La Peste), by French writer Albert Camus, 

and several contemporary French essays and works of fiction in relation to global medical 

humanitarian work.  This course, taught in English, will be featuring several guest lecturers 

from the Global Health Institute, MSF, and other organizations with a presence in health crisis 

areas. Students will have a chance to interact first-hand with distinguished global practitioners 

and scholars. Presentations will be followed by a professor-led discussion, as well as small-

group discussions between students to deepen their understanding of concepts and themes 

addressed by the lecturer. This course will also include case studies of particular MSF 

interventions in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Latin America, and Africa. The MSF course 

will be of interest to French and World Languages and Cultures students, as well as students in 

Global Health, the sciences, and international affairs. 

 

 

 

FRENCH 216: Modern And Contemporary Francophone Topics 

TR 11:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m. 

Professor Névine El Nossery  

Topic: Introduction to Francophone and Postcolonial Studies.  

This course is an introduction to some of the most significant themes and debates associated 

with thinking about colonial and postcolonial questions in the francophone world. In a context 

where the postcolonial remains effective (after more than sixty years of independence) and 

where borders tend to blur and open up to the transnational, should we still use the terms: 

francophone literature, postcolonial literature, french-speaking literature, or just use ‘world 

literature in French’? Based on the reading of iconic theoretical texts of postcolonial studies 

(by Homi Bhabha, Aimé Césaire, Frantz Fanon, Achille Mbembe, Edward Saïd, Gayatri 

Spivak) and literary works (by Maryse Condé, Assia Djebar, Ahmadou Kourouma, Michel 

Tremblay, Abdelrahman Waberi), and movies (by Yamina Benguigui, Gillo Pontecorvo, 

Moufida Tlatli, Ousmane Sembene), we will explore these topics among others: colonial 

discourses, the issue of language, national allegories, the rewriting of history, questions of 

gender dynamics, diasporic identity, hybridity and in-betweenness, and the problems of 

decolonization and the postcolonial state. 

 

 



LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION 249: Nineteenth-Century French Masterpieces 

TR 1:00-2:15 PM 

Professor Richard Goodkin  

Topic: Love and Passion in Nineteenth-Century French Fiction 

In this course, we will read and analyze a series of nineteenth-century French novels and short 

stories that deal with the representation of love, one of the most important themes in French 

literature of the time. Works will be chosen among the following authors: Benjamin Constant, 

René de Chateaubriand, Honoré de Balzac, Gustave Flaubert, and Guy de Maupassant. 

 

 

ACS/FRENCH 440: Francophone Film 

MW 2:30-3:45 PM 

Professor Vlad Dima 

This course, taught in English, is an overview of francophone African cinema, featuring 

representative films and directors from Senegal, Mali, Chad, Cameroon, Algeria, and 

Morocco, and spanning from 1966 to 2016. We will study directors from the pioneering 

African wave (Sembène, Mambéty) and also contemporary artistic voices (Bekolo, Sissako, 

Saleh etc.). Students will learn about both the history and the aesthetics of francophone 

African cinema. Thematically, the course is split in three major strands to be explored in depth 

through film and theoretical readings: the African city and space, aesthetics of image and 

sound, and the African body. 

 


